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THE CHALLENGE
With a limited amount of time and 
resources, every project the Scottish 
Professional Football League’s (SPFL) 
two-person content team worked on was 
completed as quickly as possible while still 
aiming for high standards. The team 
shared content with one another via 
WhatsApp and Google Drive, and was 
reliant on broadcasters, clubs and 
YouTube for footage, spending countless 
hours searching for and editing 
highlights. They posted directly from 
native platforms, without additional 
distribution services, and relied solely on 
these social channels for analytics.

There were elements of things we’ve been 
working on and ways we’ve been working 

that weren’t quite right, but we hadn’t had a 
solution. Working with Content X, the 

difference in how easy it is for us to not only 
post things, but analyze what we’re doing as 

well, is night and day.

Graeme Thewliss
Digital Content Manager, SPFL
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The SPFL began using Content X by Infront in January 
2021, using the platform to create campaigns and 
automate video, graphic and text-based posts. The league 
posts to Twitter, Facebook and Instagram pages, while 
sharing content with their advocates.

THE SOLUTION
There were elements of things we’ve been 
working on and ways we’ve been working 

that weren’t quite right, but we hadn’t had a 
solution. Working with Content X, the 

difference in how easy it is for us to not only 
post things, but analyze what we’re doing 

as well, is night and day.

Graeme Thewliss
Digital Content Manager, SPFL



In 5 months, the SPFL increased its metrics by:

Graeme Thewliss
Digital Content Manager, SPFL

Throughout the process, working with the team 
to make the platform what we want it to be has 

been amazing. [There is a] continual level of 
development, everytime we chat with the team it 

seems there is another element that is being 
added and they've been able to make the 
platform exactly what we need it to be.
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THE PROCESS
Onboarding SPFL to Content X was a swift process. 
The Content X team assisted in:
● Connecting SPFL’s social profiles 
● Ingesting its image library, 
● Adjusting the platform to follow brand guidelines and media rights restriction
● Tailoring the content plan for the league

The onboarding process lasted three weeks, and the team continues working with SPFL to optimize the 
platform to their needs. As Content X evolves, the team works alongside clients to familiarize them with new 
capabilities and opportunities within the platform

THE OUTCOME

x1.7
Interactions

SPFL SAVED ONE 
DAY OF WORK PER 
WEEK

x2.3
Total Posts 

x2
Engagement Rate

+40%
Impressions



Using Content X has given the SPFL content team more control 
of their content. Rather than search through YouTube and 
request footage from partner broadcasters, their desired content 
is automated and ready by the time they arrive at the office in the 
morning. Automating the content creation process saved the 
team at least a day of work a week, allowing them to focus on 
long-form and creative content as well as longer-term strategy.

AUTOMATED CONTENT CREATION AND DISTRIBUTION ALLOWED SPFL TO CREATE ADDITIONAL, CREATIVE 
CONTENT, IN A TIMELY MANNER. 

INCLUDING:

The addition of automated content has 
allowed us to create better, more in-depth 
content for each of our social platforms, 
which performs well across the board.
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Sean Elderbrant, 
Digital Media Executive, SPFL

IMPROVED WORKFLOWS

ADDITIONAL CONTENT

Engaging clips of smaller clubs 
from lower tier leagues

Fan-focused content Sentimental content

Reactionary content Post-match infographics End of season reviews



Content X’s analytics allowed SPFL to fully comprehend the scope of their content. They are now able to 
better understand how their content is performing, why it is performing this way, how they can continue to 
improve and set more relevant targets for the future. For example, the team learned that they were 
over-posting on some platforms, resulting in underviewed content and lower engagement rates.  
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PROPER ANALYTICS

CONTACT INFRONT X LAB FOR A DEMO TODAY lab@infrontx.com

“It’s an opportunity to work smarter, not 
harder…If we post once and make it really, 

really good once, we’ll get an awful lot more 
from that than posting 15 times.”

Graeme Thewliss
Digital Content Manager, SPFL


